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ABSTRACT 

 

Today’s competitive climate in grocery stores makes it important for companies to 

differentiate their products from others. Companies choose to market their products with 

packaging as a strategy. We wanted to look further on how this strategy works and if it is 

beneficial.  Therefore we found it interesting to investigate how consumers select their items 

when shopping. The study has a qualitative approach and we have via two focus groups 

collected the data needed to accomplish this thesis. The focus groups were made with students 

currently attending Luleå University of Technology. 

The findings and conclusions indicated that a product picture is the main objective when 

communicating a promotional message to customers with packaging. There are several of 

studies and research made in the field of packaging, but there are limitations in the field of 

packaging and its connection to competitiveness. However it seems to be a big deal for 

consumers to feel attracted to a certain product, how the package is designed and what kind of 

feelings it associates.    
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

The first chapter will give an insight of the thesis and the topic packaging as a competitive 

advantage. After that the problem discussion will follow, and finally outline into the purpose 

and the research questions.  

1.1 Background 

 

“Packaging is not itself a product, but is a means of delivering a product to a customer in 

good condition.” (Packaging Federation 2011a sida) 

 

Packaging is the performance of a product. The way it is designed, protects market and 

communicates its content. The package is provided by the manufactures with the purpose to 

protect the product while being transported and stored. Consumers’ will notbuy damaged 

goods and therefore the importance of keeping the goods in a congenial look is essential. In 

many less developed countries much of the produced goods won’t reach a buyer since it has 

become destroyed because of poor packaging. (Packaging federation 2010b) With 

environmental aspects in consideration the preservation of produced goods makes a modern 

lifestyle possible and resource saving since the package prevents losses of damaged goods. 

(Packaging federation 2010b) There is a fine line between protecting the food and at the same 

time keep the size of the package as small as possible. 

 

 

Besides from making transport and handling efficient, reply to legal regulations and tell about 

the products content a package also needs to fit in on the shelves in the grocery 

stores (Packaging Federation 2011a). Another mission for packaging is to be communicative 

and carry the message the company wants to deliver to the consumer, also contribute to a 

positive perceiving of the product as well as the brand. Prendergast and Pitt (1996) p, 68 

stated that “a package must protect what it sells and sell what it protects. They furthermore 

define and divide the origin of packaging into either logistics or marketing, where the 

marketing will ease the purchase process. 

 

 

By using packaging as a marketing tool of the product it will become a part of the strategic 

plan. An important factor in today’s company strategy and marketing decisions is packaging 

and packaging design. Issues that concern packaging needs to be connected to the company’s 

general strategic plans and taken into consideration (Czinkota and Ronkainen 2007). 

Packaging design is the performance of the product in terms of; size, color, shape, graphic 

design etc. Attention to the brand can be seen as the extent of reactions to stimuli (Underwood 

et al 2001).  According to Underwood et al. (2001), the consumer’s response to stimuli 

symbolizes their visual review of the package, in other words how they perceive the 

communicated marketing message. Since there are a number of stimuli in retail stores poking 

for consumers’ attention, marketing efforts in terms of packaging are important to gain focus 

on the brand and prevent that consumers ignore the product (Underwood et al. 2001). Rundh 

(2009) claims that the key factors determining future success of packaging design is relying 

on external driving forces and the capability to transform them into attractive packaging 

creations and also how consumers perceive it. The consumer should easily be able to find the 
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product in a store based on the familiarity of the brand. There are studies made in the area of 

how consumers react to packaging, and what attract them (Ampuero & Vila 2006). The 

authors concluded that when it comes to more expensive products, cold and dark colors were 

preferable for the consumers. When it came to low price products, they instead wanted light 

colors, mainly white. They also discovered that the packages that are more expensive needs to 

have “upper case letters with expanded characters” p. 109 to emphasize the elegance the 

product possesses. In contrast, low cost products were associated with serif typographies 

(ibid). The authors also found out that on more expensive packages, pictures with the product 

on the pack were preferred, and low cost products instead had pictures of people on the pack. 

Ampuero & Vila (2006) p. 109 summed the studies up with “These elements (color, 

typography, form and illustration) are combined in different ways to transmit the desired 

perception in consumers' minds”.  In the next section problems facing the packaging industry 

will be discussed.  

 

1.2 Problem discussion 

 

Lately there has been some major changes facing the packaging industry, new innovations, 

globalization and changes in consumer behavior have led to a different demand of packaging. 

World traveling has contributed to new knowledge and consumers require other kinds of 

products in today’s modern society. These products are often imported and therefore needs to 

be stored in a convenient way, which requires a suitable packaging. (Packaging Federation 

2011a) 

 

An increased global competition has led to multiple brands with similar benefits being 

available to consumers. When consumers’ perceive that they gain the same outcome from 

many different brands, the phenomena is, according to Clow (2002) called brand parity. The 

presence of brand parity means that consumers will shop from a number of accepted brands 

rather than one, quality won’t be much of an issue since the brands generally represent good 

quality. The final decision will instead rely on parameters such as; price, availability, or 

specific promotional deals (ibid). The brand loyalty is diminishing because of this 

phenomenon and marketers need to generate a message that communicates a distinct 

beneficial difference against the noise of competitors to maintain profitable (ibid).  According 

to Ulrich et al., (2009) there are actions that can be made by marketers to strengthen 

consumers brand attachments. Store experiences can be designed in a way to improve this, 

also non- store promotional events is used. These two events will tighten consumer bounds, 

create brand attachment and loyalty. 

 

When introducing new products it is necessary to give them a good start, there might be 

several challenges facing a new product when entering a new market. The major focus is on 

finding retail outlets willing to communicate it. The selling company must figure out a 

strategy on how to distribute their product either with a “pull” or “push” strategy (Clow 

2002). A pull demand arises when advertising and promotion encourage consumers’ 

availability for the product. The product becomes demanded and retailers therefore offer them 

better selling conditions (ibid). A push strategy is a product of aggressive marketing by the 

manufactures and pushes retailers to fill their shelf space with the new products. By doing this 

retailers hope to increase the demand for the product. (ibid) 

 

There are some theories in the field for good shelve spots and its correlation with selling. 
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Clow (2002) is mentioning the importance of good spots in shelves for gaining the best 

opportunities for sale. Well suited shelve space and good spots in the store means better 

selling, mostly this spots are reserved for high consumer demand products (ibid). To keep the 

good shelve space and prevent that competitors take them companies uses trade promotions to 

increase the selling. This is also important for already established high consumer demand 

products to preserve their good position. (ibid) 

 

Being successful in differentiating a product from others, means to break thru the noise. When 

consumers make a purchase there are many factors that might affect their choice of product. 

Some distractions might for example be; competition from other products, other shoppers and 

sounds around the shopper. When selecting a product consumers are influenced by two 

factors; past and present motives and the perceived benefit from these (Nancarrow et al., 

1998). Thou these are important the package itself will also be valuable for how the consumer 

perceive the product. And how to design the package is a judgment that the company needs to 

consider and base on what the consumers want. (ibid) 

 

According to Ulrich et al., (2004) it is important to sting out from the crowd of products when 

consumers tend to evaluate brands rather than products in order to remain profitable. 

Packaging designers need to figure out how to capture the attention of consumers, which 

stimuli works and can be connected to positive experience from the past (ibid). Managers will 

be interested in determine the nature of demand of its clients and how they perceive the 

communicated marketing efforts. They need to evaluate how to meet the client’s expectations 

with most valuable marketing campaigns, promotion offers, media vehicles and resource 

allocation. (ibid) 

1.4 Purpose 

 

The purpose for this research is to provide for a better understanding for how packaging can 

be used to get a competitive advantage in branding and how consumers perceive packaging.  

 

1.5 Research questions  

 

In a highly competitive industry of goods in grocery stores, brands need to differentiate from 

the clutter and stand out in the noise. This is the reason for investigating how companies gain 

advantage towards their competitors, by strengthening the brand with beneficial packaging. 

When consumers shop in grocery stores they will be exposed to many brands and products. 

Therefore packaging is one a way to attract them. The reason for investigate what kind of 

stimulus that works on packaging is to gain knowledge of consumes preferences.  

RQ 1: How can packaging be used as a competitive advantage in branding? 

RQ 2: How do consumers perceive packaging and act when shopping? 
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1.6 Limitations 
 

To make this thesis limited we will focus on packages and purchase situations in grocery 

stores. This is due to the fact that this environment reflects consumers everyday shopping 

habits. Grocery stores are also an area of high competition and consumers will have a big 

range of products to evaluate. To limit the thesis even more, we believe in using a product 

type that does not limit towards consumers taste, age, or gender. We decided to choose 

detergent as the product of reference, since it is required for everybody to use.  

 

1.7 Outline of the thesis 

 

This thesis includes six chapters; Introduction, Literature review, Methodology, Empirical 

data, Data analysis and finally Findings and conclusions. In the introduction chapter we will 

present our thesis topic, a problem discussion and also outline the research questions. In the 

following literature review chapter, we will go deeper into the articles we have worked with 

and connect the theories to the research questions. In the methodology chapter we will present 

how we will collect our data and how to work with it. In the empirical data chapter we will 

present the collected data, and in the following chapter we will analyze it. The final chapter 

will present our findings and conclusions and also present suggestions for practitioners and 

for future research.  
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this section we will discuss relevant theories that supports our research questions; how can 

a company use packaging as a competitive tool?, and how does consumers influence  

packaging?. This chapter will in the end lead towards the conceptual framework.  

 

 

2.1 Theories that relate to RQ1 

 “Packaging is industry’s silent salesman. It displays and describes the product it contains; 

leaving the consumer to choose which product is best suited his or her taste” 

- Bo Rundh (2005) p. 674 

Many market trends are pointing at the importance of a high-quality product packaging as a 

competitive tool (Rundh 2005). New media habits create focus on brand building and buying 

decisions made in the store.  Rundh (2005) explains that an average consumer passes by 

approximately 300 items when shopping in a grocery store, the package has therefore an 

important role in gaining attention and make a complimentary impression. Research has 

shown that marketers have less than a second in capturing consumer’s attention when 

shopping (Sara, 1990).  Packaging is according to Underwood et al., (2001) a process that will 

get consumers attention in the very beginning of the product implication, built by packaging 

design. This will also give a greater understanding of the product and increase the possibility 

for a purchase.  Further Underwood et al., (2001) presents this as a tool to use in repositioning 

new brands and where product pictures on packages would be a part of strategic decisions in 

gaining competitive advantages.  

A product picture is presented by Underwood et al., (2001) as a strong vivid stimuli compared 

to words. The visual image is simple to communicate with pictures and it is easy for 

consumers to pick up messages such as money saving and low diet food.  

Rundh (2005) p. 682 states that “By using design to develop concepts that improve customer 

value, sales packaging is one of the key components that can provide a competitive advantage 

for many consumer products.” To stay out in the clutter and break through the noise the 

competitive advantage is an important factor. Packaging is therefore one of the elements that 

can make the competitive difference and differentiate from other brands and products. Even 

small and cheap changes of the package can make a big difference and be more effective than 

advertising and promotion. (Rundh 2005)  

 

2.2 Theories that relate to RQ2 

 

Product packaging has several functions to fill which will emphasize things such as; what the 

product type is, the price, what the product is communicating, what encouragement is used to 

attract consumers etc. (Nancarrow et al.,1998). To have a successful product packaging, an 

understanding for the consumer is vital (ibid). Packaging is a communication tool that can 

persuade the consumer to decide for a specific product in the purchasing moment. Basically 

packaging might be the factor that influences the consumer to make the purchase or not, and 
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therefore companies have to be sensitive to what the consumers want in order to create a pack 

that differentiates them from other products. Clow (2002) states that the usage of promotion 

campaigns is important to increase the selling.  Established products with high demand are 

also helped by this in order to keep their already beneficial market position. According to 

Nancarrow et. al. (1998), p.112,“Consumers become motivated and able to elaborate when 

the message content is perceived as relevant to their needs and when they have the knowledge 

and ability to think about these messages.” Packaging is as mentioned earlier a 

communication tool which uses color, shape, size etcetera to correspond a message to the 

consumer. The consumer needs to be able to decode this message to find the product 

interesting. Nancarrow et al. (1998) explains that the consumer “exercises selectivity 

interception” when shopping, and which is affected by the past experience and the existing 

motives of the consumer. Since consumers preferences differ among individuals, there are 

many models made in the field of buying behavior. One of them is the ELM model.  

 

The ELM model 

 

As previously discussed in this thesis, packaging could have the ability to persuade the 

consumer to choose a specific brand or product, in a purchasing situation. One way of 

describing the persuasion process the packaging communicates, we can use the Elaboration 

Likelihood Model (ELM). The ELM explains the attitude change that the recipient might do 

through a message, in cognitive information processing (Antonides & van Raaij., 1998). The 

model demonstrates two different routes, the central and peripheral route. An attitude change 

trough the central route occurs when the consumer is weighing the advantages and 

disadvantages against each other (ibid). An attitude change through the peripheral route is 

occurring when there is limited information. Here the largest influence is the most important 

one, for example to emphasize the number of arguments for the product instead of the 

meaning of the arguments. The attitudes changed through the central route are in general more 

constant than attitude changes through the peripheral route. Two important states are central 

for the ELM; the motivation to process a message and the ability to do so (ibid). Motivation is 

reliant on the interest of the purchaser and the ability is based on the consumer’s knowledge 

and level of education. If the consumer´s knowledge is not high enough, he or she will not be 

able to receive the right message and will consequently not purchase the product.  
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SOURCE: Adapted from Richard Petty and John Cacioppo           

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1: The ELM model 

 

Visual impact 

 

As mentioned earlier, people respond differently to products and its features. Included in 

graphics are layout, colors, typography and product photography and the combination of these 

makes the product image (Silayoi et al., 2007). For consumers the pack is the product, 

especially when purchasing products that does not call for high involvement. The 

characteristics of the packaging needs to be different to stand out among competitors 

products, and since it is one of the communication tools that directly communicates the 

message to the target groups (Nancarrow et al., 1998). In today’s busy climate consumers´ 

lives with time pressure and tend to be more stressed when shopping. The time pressure 

makes the customer not plan what to purchase and also does notbuy as many products as 

planned (Nancarrow et al., 1998). Also the fact that many purchases in a grocery store is made 

habitually creates a situation for marketers to communicate their products attention 

(Underwood et al., 2001). By creating a package that is different from others the probability 

for the consumer to choose a specific product increases.   

Clow (2002) mentions a phenomenon called brand parity how it effect consumers brand 

selection. According to him this appears when consumers feel that they gain the same 

outcome from many different brand supplies. When a consumer is standing in front of a 

purchase decision in this situation, quality will not be the main concern. The ultimate decision 

will consist of factors such as; availability, price or specific promotional deals. This can 

according to Underwood et al., (2001) be helped from a product picture in purchase situations. 
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Underwood et al., (2001) states that “The picture becomes an important information input that 

consumers can use to compare and differentiate among brands” p.406.  A well planned 

product image is also likely to remind consumers of positive associations of the product. 

(Underwood et al., 2001) 

A consumer is more likely to imagine what a product is like evaluating from a product picture 

rather than reading text on it. A picture can easily tell what the product tastes, feels or smells 

like. By this the brand evaluations gets a faster process and exclude other brands at the same 

time Underwood et al., (2001). According to Underwood et al., (2001) when consumers shop 

for products in a non familiar section or reflect on less known brands it is more likely for 

them to evaluate the packaging design on these products more than they would do on a 

familiar brand.Underwood et al., (2001) states that package pictures can help the brand get 

attention in the store, but the effect is limited to low familiar brands. 

 

FIGURE2: How consumers choose among products 

 

Size and shape 

 

The packaging design provide identification to the product and diminishes the brand 

evaluation time rather than deciding the choice of brand. Another important element is the 

size and shape of the product packaging. Oblong packages is for example perceived as larger 

(Silayoi and Speece 2006), and therefore fooling the eye might be a trick for the marketers to 

attract the consumer. For some low cost products the price is low because the company is cost 

saving by reducing the costs for packaging and promotion. So the consumers get a cheaper 

product but the packaging will not be as developed as for products with a larger budget (ibid). 

This might infer that if the consumer has a hard time determining the quality of a product, and 

that the package might communicate a stronger effect of size. (ibid)  

 

The modern consumer 

 

According to Schmidt and Sköld (2008) prediction of consumer patterns is hard to do. Income 

has, and will most likely be a good parameter of future consumption, though today's incomes 

are less diversified and a distinction is hard to make. The accessibility of credit has made it 

easy to spend more money then you earn, and our preferences change rapidly. (Schmidt & 

Sköld 2008) Things that use to be a good of luxury a couple of years ago is likely to be 

considered as a common good today. Grocery stores is nowadays focused on offering special 
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products such as; Sports, health and beauty – products to meet the consumer needs of 

convenience when purchasing this products in combination with food shopping. 

 

According to Schmidt & Sköld (2008) there is a buying process that can be divided into six 

steps. 

 

1. Arise of demand; the customer identifies a need of a certain product. The arisen 

demand is often non rational, consistent or conscious. The need can be derived from a 

physical or emotional unbalance and the solution is a purchase. 

2. Information gathering; depending on the scale of the purchase, different efforts will be 

done in this part. Consumers will be more sensitive for commercial messages in the 

information collecting stage. 

3. Evaluation of alternatives; customers have different preferences and need therefore 

amount of time in deciding for a certain product. Determining factors can be 

performance, price, image, packaging and extended benefits offered. 

4. The purchases; when the customer decided which choice that will suit him or her best, 

the process reach an ending symbolized by payment. 

5. The usage; after sales behavior is important for the customer if they want to make a 

new purchase of the product. Research shows that a customer is very sensitive to 

commercials after buying a product, it can work as positive effect on justifying the 

taken decision. 

6. Replacement, complement or selling of the product; if the customer is pleased about 

the product it will lead to less evaluation in the next re buy. 

 

Routine based purchases tend to engage the customer in a very limited extent. Once tried a 

brand and the outcome was good the customer normally make a re buy of the brand (Schmidt 

& Sköld 2008). Brand loyal customers are hard to change purchase habits of, therefore brands 

often offer free samples of their products to attract new potential buyers (ibid). 

 

2.3 Conceptual framework 

 

In this section we will describe what we will study, and what we will collect data about. The 

concepts that are the most relevant to our research questions will be chosen.  

In order to answer the first research question, how can packaging be used as a competitive 

advantage in branding, the following theories will be studied and compared to the collected 

data; 

 Communicating a promotional message with product packaging (Rundh 2005), (Clow 

2002). 

 Attention to the brand using packaging (Underwood et al. 2001). 
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In order to answer the second research question, how do consumers perceive packaging and 

act when shopping, the following theories will be studied and compared to the collected data; 

 What does the brand mean to the consumer in the purchasing situation (Clow 2002). 

 How consumers evaluate alternatives before purchase (Schmidt & Sköld, 2008). 

FIGURE 3: Outline for the conceptual framework 
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3.0 METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter we will describe how we will collect data in order to be able to answer our 

research questions. To begin with the research purpose will be presented and will be followed 

by the research approach. Thereafter the research strategy will be presented and will fall into 

the data collection and sample selection. The chapter will finish off with the data analysis and 

the validity and reliability section. Figure X below will outline the presentation of the 

methodology chapter. 

 

FIGURE 4: Outline of the thesis  

3.1   Research purpose 

According to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, (1997) there are some components included in 

the research purpose; describe, explain, decide, evaluate and understand. The describing part 

is meant to explain happenings of different kinds such as processes and activities. By 

indentifying and map the research problem it becomes more tangible, and different levels in 

the research can be chosen from this (ibid). The explanatory phase is more of explaining 

cause and effects of the research, often supported by different models to clarify its purpose. 

When it comes to decision, it is relying on the outcome of the study; it might be a guideline 

for future decisions (ibid). Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1997) is mentioning evaluation and 

understanding as an important purpose of condition, processes and patterns in the research. 

They also argue that understanding can be reached by perceptions from a given frame of 

references.    

The research questions “how can packaging be used as a competitive advantage in branding”, 

“how do consumers perceive packaging and act when shopping” and the purpose of providing 

a better understanding for how companies use packaging to get a competitive advantage in 

branding, have made this thesis to the most part descriptive, but is also to some extent 

explorative and explanatory. It is descriptive since our study is primarily based on secondary 

sources. But the thesis becomes exploratory in the last chapter when we will analyze the 

collected data and finally answer the research questions.  
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3.2 Research approach 

Studies can be either quantitative or qualitative. To decide what approach to use we need to 

look at what type of data is used. When using a qualitative approach you want to interpret and 

understand a phenomenon (Nyberg 2000). A quantitative approach is instead focusing on 

measuring and explains different phenomena. The collected data is transformed into numbers 

and amounts to be able to analyze the findings. (ibid)  

To answer our research questions, “how can packaging be used as a competitive advantage in 

branding” and “how do consumers perceive packaging and act when shopping”, a qualitative 

perspective enables us to give a better understanding for how packaging works as a 

competitive advantage. The answers to the research questions will also not be measurable and 

numbers and is therefore qualitative.   

3.3 Research strategy  

Yin (2003) describes three conditions that decides which strategy to use; what type the 

research questions are, how much control the researchers has over the behavioral events and 

what focus there is on modern opposed to historical events. Yin (2003) also states that there 

are five primary strategies to collect data; experiments, surveys, archival analysis, histories 

and case studies. The author explains the first condition further and states that depending on if 

the questions focuses with who, what, where , how and why, the strategy is different.  

Since this thesis research questions focuses on the question how, a case study is used. This is 

because when such a question is asked about a modern event the researcher has no or little 

control over it. (Yin 2003) 

3.4  Sample selection 

In this section we will focus on describing how we decided to sample the respondents to the 

focus groups. We will also describe the products we showed the respondents as a part of the 

focus group. 

3.4.1 Choice of respondents 

We have chosen Swedish students studying at Luleå University of Technology to be the 

respondents and participants of the focus groups. The decision to do so is based on their 

availability and that they are relatively homogeny in terms of characteristics such as, age, 

economy etcetera. The fact that it had been much more time consuming to select a sample 

from outside the university, has also been a reason to choose students as respondents.  

The sample was conducted by asking people to participate in the focus groups. In both of the 

focus groups some people knew each other and some did not. This could affect the validity, 

both positively and negatively. Positively because this might get the respondents to feel 

confident and therefore contribute to the discussion in a good way, negatively because the 

respondents might feel the need to answer whatever they think we want them to. This 

selection is justified by that we believe in that people feel more comfortable in smaller groups 

and therefore can speak up on their opinions. According to Marshall & Rossman (2006) 

people needs to listen to others opinions and thoughts to form their own. The authors also 
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describe this data collection method to have an advantage towards others since it´s socially 

oriented, takes place in a natural relaxed surrounding and is not as tense as a one-to-one 

interview. As most students also are experienced shoppers and often exposed to product 

packaging, we think that they are suitable respondents. According to Marshall & Rossman 

(2006) focus groups are generally composed of 7 to 12 people, but groups with 4 to 12 have 

also been used. We have chosen to work with five respondents in each focus group, but one of 

the respondents in the second group misunderstood the day and came on the first day, so we 

let him stay instead of telling him off. Therefore we got six respondents in the first focus 

group and four respondents in the second group.  

 

3.4.2 Choice of documentation 

We have decided to show the focus groups different products when asking our questions. This 

is to get a better understanding for what the perception is about the different products and 

what are the most effective features on the packages. We will show the respondents four 

different detergent products, which differ in design and price. The respondents will thereafter 

discuss them and set out their thoughts and feelings about the products. This might cause 

some bias since the respondents might influence other respondents, but we think the 

advantages contemplate the disadvantages. Since the limited time for the focus groups will be 

approximately 1, 5 hours, we will show the products to all the focus group members at the 

same time.  

 

3.5 Data collection 

Yin (2003) states that there are six different ways of collecting data; documentation, archival 

records, interviews, direct observation, participant- observation and physical artifacts. The 

author emphasizes however that these sources are highly complementary and that the more 

you use the better. According to Yin (2003) these six sources of data collection can be 

maximized if following three principles. These are; using multiple sources of information, 

creating a case study base and maintaining a chain of evidence. Yin (2003) states that the 

principles are tools to assure the quality of the data collection.  

According to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, (1997) there are some positive effects in 

selecting a case study method as data collection. They are mentioning the benefit of questions 

asked that can be formulated in a complicated way compared to surveys for an example. If 

possible, the interview target can be given their questions ahead and be prepared when 

entering the meeting (ibid). Another benefit given from the personal meeting is the ability of 

reading people’s faces and reactions while asking the questions and evaluate it. It also gives a 

chance to build up a trust between interviewer and the respondent (ibid).  We believe in 

choosing case study as our way of data collection since it will contribute to an understanding 

about the research question in a sufficient way. Not only that the questions will be answered, 

it also gives an opportunity for additional valuable respondent reflections which is desirable in 

this thesis. With a focus group it is possible to evaluate people’s feelings, expressions and 

“read between the lines” a bit more. What attracts people depends on individual preferences; 

discussing the topic in a focus group could according to us spot some common patterns from 

several consumers’ choice. 
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When collecting our data we want to get information that focuses on the consumer side. 

Therefore we have chosen to do focus groups with consumers. There will be two focus groups 

so that we can compare their answers and through that answer the research questions. The 

focus groups will give the participants the ability to discuss freely about the questions   

 

3.6 Data analysis 

 

The data analysis comprehends examinations, categorization, compilation, testing and 

sometimes combinations of the collected data (Yin 2006). There are four strategies to be able 

to handle the collected data in a good way, to formulate convincing analytical conclusions and 

to exclude alternative interpretations. These four strategies are; relying on theoretical 

propositions, developing a case description, using both qualitative and quantitative data and 

examining rival explanations. (Yin 2009). 

When we have selected one of these four strategies, the researchers can start to work with the 

material in an analytical way (Miles & Huberman 1994). Miles and Huberman (1994) also 

states that the qualitative research consists of three concurrent flows of activities; 

 Data reduction: “refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, 

and transforming the data that appear in written- up field notes or transcriptions.” 

(Miles & Huberman 1994, p. 10 

 Data display: “a display is an organized, compressed assembly of information that 

permits conclusion drawing and action.” (Miles & Huberman 1994, p. 11) 

 Conclusion drawing and verification; the researcher is noting regularities, patterns, 

explanations, possible configurations, casual flows and propositions. (Miles & 

Huberman 1994) 

This thesis will be following the two steps that Miles and Huberman (1994) are 

recommending. The analysis will moreover be a within- case, which are the strategy that 

agrees the most with the thesis outline and how we are collecting our data. 

 

3.7 Validity and reliability 

 

 

FIGURE 5: How to explain reality 

According to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul (1997), when making a research study there is an 

everlasting comparison of keeping the result as reflecting as possible to reality. In other words 

Validity Reliability Reality?
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this means that theoretical concepts will be confronted against empirical results (ibid). Since 

all research needs to be tested there are some methods for this. A measurement of compelling 

facts will respond to the validity in the material. Reliability is explaining how the collected 

material is trustable. (ibid) 

When writing a thesis it is according to Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, (1997) vital to use a 

method of selection. Some of the collected data might not be suitable to apply in the thesis 

while other parts can be accepted. The purpose of measure validity and Reliability is to 

determine in what extent the paper is responding to promised measurements e.g. if it’s 

essential for the question formulation and if it’s liberated from systematic mistakes. (ibid) 

Denscombe (2002) defines validity as the precision of the asked questions, the collected data 

and the presented explanations.  It demonstrates that the researchers collected data and his or 

hers analysis is deeply rooted in genuine, relevant and worth defending for its contributions to 

the research field. (ibid) 

Reliability is according to Denscombe (2002) correlated to the evaluation of methods when 

collecting data and the assurance that it is accurate.  It means that research should not vary 

among researchers or from occasion to occasion. Research needs according to Denscombe 

(2002) be consistent and therefore researchers apply the logic that: 

 

SOURCE: Adapted from Denscombe (2002), p. 101 

 

 

FIGURE 6: Basic logic in research consistency 

When starting this thesis our intention was to compare the relation between consumers 

perception of packaging with manufactures. We wanted to see whether the manufactures 

image of a good selling package was coping with consumer’s perceived attention to the brand. 

The original idea was to make interviews with brand managers for a certain brand in a grocery 

 If other factors are not interfering; 

 And nothing has changed; 

 Then the research should yield same results 

Developing from this, methods can be seen as “Reliable” when, all things being 

equal, they produce very similar findings when used: 

 In different settings, or 

 By different researchers, or 

 With the same people at different times, or 

 With separate groups of similar people at the same time 
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store and compare that data with focus groups consisting of consumers. With this information, 

supported by theories the purpose was to draw conclusions in consumers respond to 

packaging, also if they were replying to the chosen brands marketing effort in terms of 

packaging.  

After a while of failed tries to reach the chosen company with dairy products and their brand 

managers we chose to change research direction in our thesis. Instead of comparing two 

perspectives with each other we switched to a consumer approach, in what ways a consumer 

can be affected from certain brand by its package. In order to gain the most reliable result as 

possible we discussed that a focus group would contribute to a larger understanding of the 

topic than other accessible alternatives.  

When holding a focus group, the answers from the respondents might differ from the 

questions asked. This is a bias that is hard to control, but we have considered it and know that 

it might affect the outcome of this thesis. Some respondents had answers that clearly 

distinguished from the rest of the group, and this will also affect the overall outcome. The 

results from this case study might not be the same as for case studies on other product types. 

Another bias is that the chosen respondents are students, and therefore might be affected by 

their financial situation. All of these things mentioned above may affect the validity and 

reliability.  
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4.0 EMPIRICAL DATA 

 

In this chapter we will describe the case studies, and the data that was collected in order to be 

able to answer the research questions. The data was collected in two focus groups and an 

interview guide was followed outlined from the conceptual framework.  

 

4.1 Case presentation 

 

For the two focus groups a mix of students from Luleå University of Technology. The 

students are attending different programs and years at the university to get a great diversity. 

The interviews were carried out at the University, the first one in Wallenberg 23 and the 

second one in the library, room 1302. Each focus group took roughly an hour and both of 

them was initiated by an explanation about the subject of packaging and where we asked them 

to imagine themselves being in a grocery store and focusing on detergent when answering the 

questions. This was followed by the questions from the interview guide and below you will 

find the answers we received from the focus groups.  

4.1.1 RQ 1- how can packaging be used as a competitive advantage in branding? 

 

Focus group 1  

We asked the respondents about how they would react to the introduction of new products 

with pictures on the pack compared to one without. We also wanted to know if the product 

picture could increase their attention in this specific case.  The respondents agreed on that a 

picture on the product is “communicative and tell more than words usually do”. Further they 

mentioned the importance of having a certain product picture on some packs that you as a 

consumer must know what the content looks like, for example fast food products.   

In some situations consumers might abstain from a purchase because of the packaging, we 

asked why and what the contributing factors could be to that decision.  In this section the 

respondents agreed on that some brands automatically would make them not to buy a product. 

The reason for this was in some cases brand associations to low quality and environmental 

harmful products that were excluded. Environmental friendly products were a bit of a basic 

requirement from this group and most of the respondents agreed in that they were expecting 

this automatically, especially when buying a detergent. Some packs become turned down 

because of its ungainliness to recycle and oversized pack in relation to its content. The 

generally most important factor seemed to be that the pack needed to fit its overall purpose of 

existence.  

In the focus group we asked the respondents about how they perceive the placing of products 

in grocery stores and if they tend to look at products in eye level mainly.  Most of the 

participants agreed on that an evaluation of other parts of the shelf space below or above eye 
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level only were made if they were looking for something that couldn’t be found at once.  

Further we asked if a promotion campaign on a certain detergent product could change the 

relation of gained attention. The respondents replied that it mostly depended on stress level at 

the time of purchase, also that detergent was long lasting and the evaluation process was less 

frequent. If they had proper amount of time to evaluate brands with promotion they thought 

that a sale on one brand could have made them change their mind and try a new one. 

Given that the following products were of same quality, price and function. Which product 

would you buy based on the pack and why?  

1. Skona 

2. Via 

3. Neutral 

4. Euroshopper 

All together the impression from product nr two won. It became motivated by its attractive 

colors and the feeling of a communicated quality. The overall impression from product nr four 

was that it corresponded to low quality and weren’t reliable with its content. The pack failed 

according to the respondents in telling quality and therefore they felt that they could not trust 

the product. Two of the respondents chose number three and one which has a clear 

environmental and allergy friendly approach. The reason for this was that the product felt 

trustworthy with their calm colors, attributes such as environmental marking and a convenient 

pack.  

Focus group 2 

When new products are introduced for the consumers, we asked the respondents what could 

make them try it. They had the opportunity to chose from, function, quality, pictures or price. 

Most of the respondents agreed on the price factor, if they were offered a new product for free 

they would most likely give it a try and test the new product. Furtherer the respondents 

discussed that pictures on the product did matter, it could increase the level of attractiveness 

according to them.  In next question the following conditions were given; a similar product 

mix with same quality, usage and price. How could the pack lead to a purchase in this case? 

The respondents were talking back and forth about feelings that the pack communicated to 

them, mentioning feelings as, security, efficiency and design that suited them. One of them 

was talking about that the pack “needs to be comfortable to lay your eyes on” and look good. 

The evaluation also depended on how much usage they would have from the product, if it was 

goods that would be used just once or twice it would not matter too much.  Another important 

thing for them was that the pack needed to differ among other goods so it would be easy to 

recognize.  

Sometimes packages have an unattractive performance that might make the potential 

consumers decline a purchase.  We asked what kind of attributes or packaging design that 
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might make them resists a special product. If the overall purpose of the pack weren’t fulfilled, 

in other words if it prevented that all of the content could be used or stored in a sufficient way 

respondents would give up the product. Also small innovations on the pack, contributed to 

favoritism even if the other alternative would be the most suitable one almost identical.  

Respondents gave an example of milk bottles with and without screw stopper. If the two 

products were identical except from only that attribute, they would go for the one with screw 

stopper cause of its convenience. Also if the pack were corresponding a non trustworthy 

message of its content they would avoid a purchase. Other things mentioned as well were 

ungainliness to store, re use and recycle.  

 

We asked our respondents how they evaluate the different shelves in varied in grocery stores 

when looking for products. On this question they were all mentioning that it depended on 

stress level when shopping, usually they would go for products on eye level if the time was 

limited.  According to the respondents it was also a factor that leads to unexpected purchases 

in some cases. Good shelf spots could according to the respondents increase the number of 

bought goods than was originally planned.   

 

Since choosing detergent as a product example we asked how they would be affected on a 

campaign on this good and how it could contribute to their choice of brand. Respondents 

explained this as an opportunity to try another more expensive brand then they normally 

would do.  Furtherer they discussed that this might lead them towards a switch in future brand 

selection. We also asked how they perceived the supply of detergent when shopping. One 

respondent replied “It is what it is, you don’t give it much of an effort to evaluate”. Altogether 

they agreed on that their total reflection of the detergent section in grocery stores were 

limited. When it came to environmental marking of the product and how that it effected the 

purchase the respondents were mutually agreed on that it did matter. Only that the 

manufactures provided with a sufficient marking of the pack, so they could differ 

environmental harmful from friendly quick. One respondent answered that he probably would 

become more environmental friendly in his future purchase of goods when he graduated 

school and got a good income. Several of the other respondents agreed on that, environmental 

products were according to them expensive and a bit of a luxury.  

Given that the following products were of same quality, price and function. Which product 

would you buy based on the pack and why 

1. Skona 

2. Via 

3. Neutral 

4. Euroshopper 
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The following conditions were given to the focus group; that all four packages were identical 

in quality, function and price, and the only possible evaluation option was the package. What 

kind of package would most likely lead towards a purchase?  

The overall reactions to package number two was that it sent out signals of being suitable for 

families with small children. Many of the respondents felt like it would give a signal that you 

had kids of your own when buying or using it. Other reactions to the design itself were that it 

came across as “too much”, also the fact that a major part of the pack was covered with a red 

and yellow text “Big Pack” lowered the overall impression. Therefore many of the 

respondents turned this pack down. Number two is according to the respondents much more 

attractive because of its neutral approach; “ it feels safe and clean because of the design”.   

They also felt that package one and three would not embarrass them when keeping it on a 

visual spot in their home or while carrying it in the washing hall.  Number four is not chosen 

by any of the consumers according to the associations of a low quality brand,. 

“Red screams warning and the product picture is boring” was one of the reactions we got to 

the packaging design on product number four.  They also mentioned the importance of being 

able to buy low price products in a discrete pack. Some connections to guilt and 

embarrassment are being mentioned, they feel that the action of buying low quality products 

would be enough of a struggle itself “You don’t want to be too obvious when buying products 

like that”.  The respondents were all choosing number one except from one person who 

choose number two. 

 

4.1.2 RQ 2- how do consumers perceive packaging and act when shopping? 

 

Focus group 1 

The first question that was asked to the focus group was ”What do you think about when 

hearing the word packaging?”, and the answers we got differed from each other, such as milk 

packets, square boxes, cardboard. The focus group also mentioned that you as a consumer 

judge the product by its covers and that is why packaging is so important. When we followed 

up with the question what they thought about the fact that packaging is also supposed to 

protect the product, the answer was that it depends if the product is valuable and expensive. 

Somebody said that it’s what’s inside that count. We also asked what they thought about the 

fact that packaging is a strategy for the company, and they answered that everything probably 

is very carefully planned. But they also said that the strategy surely depends on if the product 

is cheap or expensive. For example companies selling make up for girls, they said, is highly 

focusing on the package. It was also mentioned that since the first impression is affected by 

the package, this is an important factor. We also asked the focus group what they thought 

about the different features that a package has; design, size, color and shape. The respondents 

answered that when it comes to size, it depends what product you are looking for. The answer 

was also that together these features create a message that is communicated to the consumers.  
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They were also asked about how their selection would be made if they were standing in front 

of a similar product with only brands and pack that differ. In other words how the pack itself 

would contribute to a purchase. It seemed like the respondents were a bit stuck in old tracks 

when it came to this, most of the purchases were made habitually. One respondent explained 

it as they were “faithful against the habit, not the brand itself”, other factors in the assessment 

process were time pressure and the convenience of stick to a brand that you already know. A 

factor that could contribute to a purchase because of its design was when the pack was meant 

to be visible in the respondent’s home. 

The following question we asked the focus groups was “What do you think a package should 

communicate with its appearance?”. The respondents agreed on most of the answers that 

came up during the discussion. First and foremost they wanted the package to communicate 

the brand and what it stands for. Environmental friendly thinking was also important and the 

respondents said that seeing logos such as the Swedish environment symbol “svanen” would 

make them interested in the product. One of the respondents said that more often he/ she had 

seen that companies more and more often personalize the product package in order to attract 

the contemplated target group, everything to get the consumers attention. The group also 

believed that liking the package or not could have something to do with the brand and how the 

consumer feels about it.  

Pictures on the package might affect consumers in their purchase situation and when we asked 

this to the focus group, they were agreeing on that it was probably very important for how 

they acted after the stimuli was given. For example the image of the children on the VIA 

detergent package, they thought the product might apply to families with children more than 

to them. The respondents also thought it was important to be able to see the product, thou 

maybe not as much detergent as for example food and other products. The respondents also 

discussed that you as a consumer want to know what you are buying and not risk to get 

something you didn´t expect. We followed up the previous question with a discussion around 

the subject of how likely it is that a product with an image on the package draws your 

attention more than a product without an image on the product. The respondents thought that 

an image makes it easier to choose between the different products, but when it comes to 

detergent it´s not as important. They discussed that for detergent products, brand is the most 

important factor.  

 “If you have bought a product of a certain brand and after using it you are satisfied with it, 

how would you´re future purchase behavior of the product be?”, was the next question we 

wanted the focus group to discuss. The respondents felt that the answer to this question was 

fairly easy and said that they naturally would buy the product again. One of the respondents 

said that it also is a matter of accessibility, since no matter how good product it is, it must be 

available in the store you are shopping otherwise consumers might buy another product and 

stay with it. Continuing in the brand subject we asked the focus group how brand loyal they 

were on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is not brand loyal at all and 5 is very brand loyal. The 

respondents said that this changed depending on if the product is cheap or expensive. They 

discussed that if buying everyday commodities the loyalty is higher since you don´t need to 

evaluate them as much as more expensive products. We also asked the focus group how their 

brand loyalty would be affected if being under time pressure. On this question all the 

respondents agreed on that the brand loyalty shows even more under time pressure. “What 

does it take for you to become brand loyal?” is the next question we asked in order to dig 

deeper into the subject. One of the respondents answered immediately that how you are 
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brought up is important and that what you`re family used you will use. Habit is also one of the 

words that were discussed, and the group brought up that breaking a purchase behavior is hard 

when you once have started it and you`re satisfied with the product. The respondents also 

wanted to know the brand values and where the production is done. Some of them wanted to 

know what else you get for the money accept for the product, thus what relationship the 

company has to the consumers.  

Finally we asked in what way the respondents thought you´re level of brand loyalty can affect 

future purchase decisions. Also here the respondents agreed to that brand loyalty have a big 

impact on future purchase decisions. They claimed that when buying products that you 

purchase on a regular base, you know what you get. A purchase might however be affected by 

media, such as if quality shortages of a brand would be discovered.  

 

Focus group 2 

Just as focus group 1, we asked a broad first question “What do you think about when you 

hear the word packaging?”. The first response from the respondents was something that 

contains a product, and that is supposed to signal something to the consumer. The discussion 

was also about that a package is something that makes transport and handling easier. 

Somebody said that a package is supposed to make the consumer buy the product and 

differentiate from other products.  

To follow up the first question, we brought up for discussion what the respondents thought a 

package should communicate with its appearance. The things that the respondents first 

thought of were quality and that the product is environmental friendly. Somebody said that the 

package needs to communicate the information needed to make a purchase. Another thing that 

came up was that it depends on what product you are looking for when shopping, if the 

product should be cheap, high quality or something else. The respondents also discussed the 

fact that the package should communicate the products point of view, such as price and 

quality. But on the contrary the respondents did not like packages that look to cheap.  

Coming in to the subject of package design we asked the focus group in what way an image 

on the product could affect them in a purchase situation. The respondents were agreeing on 

the fact that images can help to align against certain target groups. For example they 

discussed that the VIA detergent were aiming at families with children and therefore the 

respondents did not feel as they were the target group. The conversation was also aiming at 

the fact that images do affect them in a purchasing situation, but they also wanted to feel that 

the product is fun and high-quality. Somebody also mentioned that the natural features are 

getting more important, and that more plain packages are getting more sought after. Following 

up the previous question, ”How likely is it that a product with an image on the package draws 

your attention, than a product without an image on the package?”, was discussed in the focus 

group. All of the respondents agreed that it surely is very likely that they were affected by 

images on packages. Somebody mentioned that consumers are easy fooled when it comes to 

marketing efforts to catch consumers’ attention. The respondents discussed that you want to 

get a nice feeling for the product from the package and if the package had environmental 
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friendly symbols on it would be beneficial for the product. Somebody also said that if there 

were only a matter of package, the most attractive one would win.  

We now wanted the focus group to talk about brands, and we asked them that if they once had 

bought a detergent of a certain brand and the experience was positive, how this would affect 

your future purchase decisions of detergent. All of the respondents agreed when somebody 

said that they would definitely keep buying the product, if the price still was the same and 

reasonable for the specific product. Continuing on the subject we also asked the respondents 

how brand loyal they thought they are on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is not brand loyal at all 

5 is very brand loyal. The respondents answered that it depends on the product, if it is a low 

price or an expensive product. Somebody also mentioned that it depends if the products are 

everyday commodities or luxury things. One of the respondents said that in the case of luxury 

products this person did not think the brand loyalty was as strong as for cheaper products. 

Another participant also mentioned that today consumers tended to not be as brand loyal as 

before, since now comparing products is very easy with the internet. Somebody filled in that 

this behavior is probably is learned from the upbringing and a natural part of the buying 

process. As a following question we asked the respondents if they thought that their brand 

loyalty would change under time pressure. The group answered that they probably would not 

stay brand loyal in that case and that it would be easy to change product. But they also 

mentioned that this depends on price the product type. “What does it take for you to become 

brand loyal?” was the next question we wanted the focus group to discuss as a . The first 

thoughts that seemed to come to the respondents minds were first impression of the product 

and recommendations from family and friends. One respondent answered that the product 

should reflect your personality to attract consumers.  

The final question that is connected to RQ 2, we asked the respondents in what ways they 

think their level of brand loyalty can affect future purchase decisions. All of the respondents 

agreed on that it probably affects the purchase very much. Somebody said that with increased 

wage the probability of being brand loyal increases since you can afford to buy the brands you 

want, even if they are costly.  
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5.0 DATA ANALYSIS 

 

In this chapter we will analyze the data we presented in the previous chapter. We will use 

data reduction in our two focus groups and compare them against the conceptual framework 

thru a within- case studies. By answering our two research questions in this section we will be 

able to draw conclusions and findings.  

 

5.1 RQ 1- how can packaging be used as a competitive advantage in branding? 

 

According to Clow (2002) good spots in shelves for gaining the best opportunities are 

important. The author writes that this means better selling and mostly these spots are reserved 

for consumer demand goods.  

Both of the focus groups answered that the mainly looked for products in eye level. Focus 

group 1s exception from this was when looking for a special product that is not visual in eye 

level. Group 2 mentioned that it became more natural to look for products in eye level when 

being under time pressure. Then the convenience of looking for the products in eye level is 

time saving and can, according to the respondents, increase the number of non planned 

purchases.  

An article written by Underwood et al. (2001) claim that a product picture is a strong stimuli 

compared to words. The authors also argue that these pictures would be a part of strategic 

decisions in gaining competitive advantages.  

The respondents in focus group 1 agreed on that a picture on the products is communicative 

and tell more than words do. They mention further the importance of a product picture where 

you wish to know what the content looks like, such as fast food products. For some 

consumers it is so important that a purchase might not be made if a package does nothave a 

product picture on. Some respondents in focus group 2 would avoid buying products with 

pictures that were aiming for target groups that they felt excluded from. An example of a 

selection from products based on product pictures appeared when a majority of the 

respondents excluded a product because of its “red screams warning and the product picture 

is boring”.  

Rundh (2005) states that packaging is a tool to break through the noise and is needed to get a 

competitive advantage. Packaging can thus be the competitive difference and differentiate 

from other brands and products.  

Respondents in focus group 1 were given four similar products with different brands, which 

we told them were equal in everything but packaging. The majority of the respondents chose 

product number two, because of its attractive colors and the feeling that it communicated 

quality. Product number four received the lowest score because the respondents felt that they 

could not trust the product. According to them the pack failed in communicating quality. Two 
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of the respondents chose product number three which according to them had a distinct 

environmental and allergy friendly approach. They also said that the product felt trustworthy 

with its calm colors, environmental marking and a convenient pack. The same conditions 

were given to focus group 2. The most popular product in this group was number one, which 

the respondents perceived as clean and safe because of the design. Many of the respondents 

felt that product number two would not match their image, since there were children on the 

package and they felt that the product was meant for family and none of the respondents had 

children. According to some of the respondents, number one and two were equivalent, but 

their image from product number one was suiting their life style better. The least popular 

product was number four, which was not chosen by any of the respondents. The overall 

impression was that the package was boring and communicated low quality compared to other 

brands.  

According to Clow (2002) the usage of promotion campaigns is important to increase the 

selling. This is also important for already established high consumer demand products to 

preserve their good market position.  

The respondents in focus groups 1 replied that it mostly was depending on the stress level at 

time of purchase. Also in this case detergent products are long lasting and the evaluation 

process is therefore less frequent. If they had time enough to evaluate brands with promotion 

deals it could make them try a new one. One respondent in focus group 2 explained that he/ 

she would use this opportunity to try another more expensive brand than he normally would 

do. Further they discussed that this promotional opportunity might lead them towards a switch 

in future brand selection.  
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TABLE 1:  Within- case analysis, objectives and benefits research question one. 

THEORY FOCUS GROUP 1 FOCUS GROUP 2 

Good shelf spots for better 

selling    

+ + The convenience of looking at 

products in eye level is time 

saving. 

A picture is a stronger stimuli 

compared to words 

+ It tells more than words do + 

Product pictures can be used to 

reach competitive advantages 

+  +/- Some would avoid purchase 

because of “ wrong” product 

pictures 

Packaging can help break 

through the competitive clutter 

+ + 

Packaging can differentiate 

brands among others 

+ + Indication of quality standard  

Packaging can be the 

competitive difference  

+ Communicates quality + Safe design 

Promotion campaigns increase 

selling 

+/- Depends on stress level + 

High demand products can be 

helped from promotion 

campaigns to keep their market 

position 

+/-  If the time was enough at the 

time of purchase  

+ It could lead towards a future 

switch in brand selection  

   

   

 

5.2 RQ 2- How do consumers perceive packaging and act when shopping? 
 

According to Nancarrow et al,. (1998) consumers “exercises selectivity interception” when 

shopping. This process is effected by past experience and existing motives of the consumer.  

Focus group 1 discussed that how you are brought up is an important factor when it comes to 

being loyal to a brand. They also mentioned that force of habit is effecting future purchase 

decisions. Henceforth the group brought up that brand values and where the production is 

done was also important for them to consider in a purchase decision. Focus group 2 responded 

that first impression is important. Second they discussed that recommendations from family 

and friends also was a reason for the respondents to test the product.  

Nancarrow et al. (1998) states that when buying low involvement products, the package is the 

product for the consumers. The package needs to stand out in the clutter and differentiate 

from competitors since this tool is directly communicating the promotional message to the 

target groups.  

Focus group 1 talked about the importance of being familiar with the brand and what it stands 

for. Both focus group 1 and 2 agreed on the fact that environmental friendly thinking was 

important for them and should be communicated on the package. One of the respondents in 
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focus group 1 mentioned that companies tend to personalize packages to attract a certain 

target group and in this feel a bit more unique.   

Underwood et al., (2001) p. 106 that “The picture becomes an important information input 

that consumers can use to compare and differentiate among brands”. A well planned product 

picture is also likely to remind consumers of positive associations with the product.  

Focus group 1 agreed on the fact that it is probably very important to have a picture on the 

product, but it depends on the products content and usage. They also discussed that they want 

to know what they are buying, and therefore pictures might be beneficial. All of the 

respondents in focus group 2 were agreeing on that they were affected by pictures on 

packages. Another respondent said that if there were only a matter of packages, the most 

attractive one with a product picture would win.  

According to Clow (2002) when consumers perceive that they gain the same outcome from 

many different brands, the phenomenon is called brand parity. Further he claims that quality 

will not be much of an issue since the brands generally represents good quality. The final 

decision will instead rely on parameters such as price, availability or specific promotional 

deals.  

Focus group 1 responded that most of their purchases were made habitually. They also said 

that brand matters when purchasing products and once you have tried a product of a specific 

brand it’s convenient to make straight re buys.  

The most frequent answer from focus group 1 when it came to brand loyalty in everyday 

purchase situations were that they were “faithful against the habit, not the brand itself”, and 

also the convenience of sticking to a brand that you are already familiar with. The respondents 

mentioned that some brands automatically would make them not buy the product, since it 

recalled associations with low quality brands.  

The respondents in focus group 2 were talking back and forth about feelings that the pack 

communicated to them. Somebody mentioned that the pack “needs to comfortable to lay your 

eyes on” and have a nice appearance. Another parameter was that the pack needed to differ 

among other goods so that it could be found easily. Also small innovations such as screw 

stoppers contribute to favoritism among the respondents even if other options were identical. 

When it came to environmental product marking the importance to easily recognize the 

symbols immediately was crucial for purchase according to the respondents.  

Schmidt & Sköld (2002) claims that a routine based purchase tend to engage the consumer to 

a limited extent. Once tried the brand and the outcome was good, the consumer normally 

makes a re buy of the brand.  

Respondents in focus group 1 said that they would naturally buy a low involvement product 

again after a positive purchase experience. One of the respondents mentioned that it also was 

a matter and accessibility. Since no matter how good the product is, it must be available at the 

time of purchase, otherwise the consumers might by another product and get used to it. In 
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focus group 2 all of the respondents agreed on continuing buying the product when they were 

satisfied with it. 

TABLE 2:  Within- case analysis, objectives and benefits research question two. 

THEORY FOCUS GROUP 1 FOCUS GROUP 2 

Consumers exercises 

selectivity interception 

+ + 

Past experience and present 

motives affect the buying 

decision 

+/ -  Habits affect purchase 

decisions 

+ Recommendations and first 

impression is important   

The pack is communicating a 

promotional message to target 

groups  

+/- Environmental messages  +/-  Personalize packages to 

attract certain groups  

Pictures are important to 

differentiate among brands 

+ See what you are buying  + The most attractive one  

Brand parity will lead to less 

focus on quality evaluation 

-  Some brands were turned 

down according to poor quality 

- 

Low involvement products 

leads to  straight re buys 

+/- Also a matter of 

accessibility   

+  

Rutin based purchases engage 

consumers in a limited way 

+ + 

 Attributes such as specific 

innovations are important to 

differentiate 

 

Environmental symbols is 

essential on packs 
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6.0 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this chapter the two research questions will be answered. We will also present our 

conclusions, findings and implications to theory, practitioners and further research.  

 

6.1 RQ 1- How can packaging be used as a competitive advantage in branding? 

 

Companies strive to increase their competitive advantages in markets where they operate. 

Branding is known as important to build a strong personality for the products and there are 

many alternative ways of strengthening a brand. Packaging is one of them. When talking 

about goods in grocery stores packaging is one way to strengthen the brand. It can be used as 

marketing strategy for a specific product and product lines. Since grocery stores is a high 

competitive area there will be multiple of items poking for consumer’s attention, with only a 

limited amount of time for decision. A way of making consumer’s choice of brand easier is to 

differentiate the product from the others with an attractive pack.  

We found that consumers mostly tend to look for items in eye level and evaluate these 

products. Our study showed that it has to do with level of stress and that shopping in grocery 

stores is mainly made under pressure of time. To not look for products in eye level were 

considered to be an exception from the consumers’ point of view. Therefore an important 

factor seems to be the shelf space in grocery stores to increase the probability of purchase.   

Product picture on packages were mentioned as a strong factor to the overall impression of the 

product. The study showed that the decision to buy or not buy a product because of its 

attributes depends of pictures on the product. The findings indicated that the text did not have 

the same effect as pictures. The study also presented different kinds of feelings concerning 

product pictures and connected them to a personal image. One can think that products that 

affected your image are important to communicate the right feeling; otherwise the product 

will be turned down. A product picture is a strong stimulus that can improve the attention of a 

product. 

There are some feelings connected to packaging according to the study made. The consumers 

participating in the case study were focused on feelings such as; Attractiveness, quality, 

safety, convenience and image. The consumers chose different packages that attracted them 

but they had one thing in common; the product communicated a good quality with its design 

and felt safe. The second most important thing where that the pack could suit their personal 

image well. From this conclusions were made that it is important for a product to be 

trustworthy and talk to its target group.  

Promotion campaigns are mentioned as a way to increase the selling and preserve good shelve 

spots in grocery stores. Our study showed that promotion campaigns would make consumers 
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evaluate another brand more than they would usually do according to this fact. Promotion 

campaigns are important to stay competitive and increase the awareness of the brand.   

6.2 RQ 2- How do consumers perceive packaging and act when shopping? 

 

All consumers have different preferences and react to packaging in many ways. In order to 

answer this research question it is vital to understand how consumers respond to packaging. 

How do they perceive the function, design, colors and other attributes? A lot of efforts in this 

field are made from marketers with intention to get the knowledge in how to send out a 

promotional packaging message for consumers. If there are certain stimulus that works better 

than others it is vital to know this.  

From the study we discovered that a part of how consumers perceive packaging is something 

that we partly learn during the upbringing. This is based on the answer from some of the 

respondents who mentioned that they used the same brands as from their childhood. This 

might according to the study be a subconscious action. We also found out that family and 

friends’ recommendations are weighing heavily when choosing brands. Therefore we 

concluded that past motives is important when choosing a brand.   

Another vital factor when consumers are shopping is environmental friendly thinking, 

especially when shopping for detergent. This was something that was repeating itself from the 

case study. To make consumers attracted to a product companies need to create a package that 

differentiates from the competitors’ products and will increase the possibility of re buys.  

Packaging differentiation will increase the possibility of re buy. 

We did not find any sources that a product picture would help consumers differentiate among 

brands. Focus was lying on product pictures in general and the function of them. We got the 

perception from our study that consumers are more focused on the brand itself rather than the 

pictures on the product. 

When consumers evaluate among brands they are due our study more focused on the habit 

itself rather than the brand. The result shows that consumers choose from alternatives already 

tried once where the outcome was positive. From this point the convenience of making 

straight re buys will result in less evaluation of other brands. In some cases a memory from a 

bad experience with a special purchase will make the consumer not buy the product, since this 

associate with their past bad experience.  

 In our study of how consumers handle low involvement purchase situations with experience 

from the past, it turned out that it is natural to make a straight re buy when once tried the 

product and the outcome was good.  The product must also be available at the time of 

purchase otherwise the consumer might choose another brand and get brand loyal.  
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Conclusions drawn from RQ 1 and RQ 2 

In the following section the most important factors when gaining competitive advantages with 

packages are listed; 

 Good shelf space is an important factor to be able to increase the probability of 

purchase.  

 A product picture is a strong stimulus that can improve the attention of a product. 

 It is important for a product to be trustworthy and talk to its target group to improve 

chances of purchase. 

 Promotion campaigns are important to stay competitive and increase the awareness of 

the brand.   

 Past motives increases the possibility to choose a specific brand. 

 Packaging differentiation will increase the possibility of re buy. 

 When being in a purchase situation, consumers tend to be more focused on the habit 

itself rather than the brand.  

 It is natural to make a re buy when once tried the brand and the outcome was positive. 

 The product must be available at the time of purchase otherwise the consumer might 

choose another brand and get brand loyal. 

6.3 Implications for theory 

The purpose for this thesis is to provide for a better understanding for how packaging can be 

used to get a competitive advantage in branding and how consumers perceive packaging. To 

answer the research questions, how can a company use packaging as a competitive advantage 

in branding and how consumers perceive packaging, we collected data through focus groups 

with consumers. To accomplish answering the research questions, we analyzed the collected 

data with the conceptual framework. We have in the thesis used a descriptive approach but in 

this last chapter an explanatory approach has been used. As working with this we understood 

that there are possibilities to make future researches in the area of packaging.  
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6.4 Implications for practitioners 

 

Implications for practitioners, is suggestions that we concluded from further research and 

empirical findings.  

In today’s hectic shopping climate it is essential for companies to sting out from the crowd of 

supplied goods with their products. Commercial messages can be sent out to the media noise 

in many different ways, we have focused on how to gain attention with packaging. We 

investigated what stimulus that makes consumers feel attracted to certain packages and which 

factors a purchase is mainly relying on when it comes to packaging. 

In our study we found that product pictures are an important factor when consumers make 

purchase decisions. Compared to words communicated on product packages pictures effect 

consumers in a greater extent. Pictures also seem to be easily connected with feelings 

involved in a purchase situation. For some the sentimental factor when recalling memories 

while seeing the product picture and connect this to the past is contributing to a purchase. 

According to this we believe that companies should carefully plan their selection of pictures 

since it can affect the overall impression of a product. 

From the study we could also view the importance of good shelf space in grocery stores. Once 

a product get a good spot compared to other goods it will be more likely for consumers to find 

it. Also the fact that purchases is made habitually and mainly within eye level.   

 

6.5 Implications for future research 

 

During this thesis we have revealed future research topics that were not in line with our study. 

There were some interesting directions to develop this subject and that is why we have 

included them in the section implications for future research. These are the topics we 

recommend for future research: 

 Packaging’s effect on a company’s profitability. 

 Creating reusable packages as a strategy. 

 Being profitable with environmental packaging. 

 Consumer’s evaluation process of low cost products. 

 Investigate if a changed package design would affect the consumers understanding of 

the product. 
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 Limited edition versions of packaging and its effect on future profitability and brand 

loyalty. 

 Limited edition versions of packaging and its effect on future profitability and brand 

loyalty. 
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Appendix A 

 

English version of interview guide 

What do you think about when you hear the word packaging? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you think a package should communicate with its appearance? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In what way can a product image on the package influence you in a purchase situation? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

How likely is it that a product with an image on the package draws your attention, than a 

product without an image on the package? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

When new detergent products is launched and you come in contact with them for the first 

time, which one of the following alternatives would make you try on the product; function, 

images, quality or price? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

If you were to choose between a mix of similar products with the same quality and price, how 

could the package persuade you to make the purchase? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

What could make you keep from buying a product in terms of the package? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

If you have bought a product of a certain brand and after using it you are satisfied with it, how 

would you´re future purchase behavior of the product be? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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How brand loyal would you say that you are on a scale of 1-5, where 1 is no, not at all and 5 

is yes, on everything I purchase? What products and why? How could this change when being 

under time pressure? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In what way do you think you´re level of brand loyalty can affect future purchase decisions? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

What does it take for you to become brand loyal? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

If you like two products equally, how could the products packages be the critical factor for a 

purchase? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 When shopping, do you notice all the products in the grocery store, or do you focus on the 

products in eye level? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

How does a package catch your attention?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

If there would be a campaign on a special brand of detergent the same day you are shopping, 

how would this affect your choice of brand? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

What do you think about the supply of detergent when shopping? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In what way can a environmental friendly detergent package affect your purchase decision? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Is there anything you would like to add on the subject? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B 

Interview guide in Swedish  

I denna fokusgrupp kommer du att agera utifrån dina erfarenheter och upplevelser som 

konsument i en dagligvaruhandel. Exempel på dagligvaruhandel är ICA, COOP, Willys med 

flera. I undersökningen kommer fokus att riktas till tvättmedel i pulveriserad form och dess 

förpackning.  

Syftet med denna studie är att undersöka hur konsumenter påverkas av förpackningar i 

affärer, samt hur detta kan leda till konkurrensfördelar för företaget. I studien kommer fyra 

olika typer av tvättmedelsförpackningar att presenteras.  

 

Vad tänker du på när du hör ordet förpackning? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Skydda produkten 

 Strategi (finns det associationer till konkurrensfördelar?)  

 Design, storlek, färg, utformning och form. 

 

Vad tycker du att en förpackning ska förmedla med sitt utseende? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

På vilket sätt kan en produktbild påverka dig i en köpsituation? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 Bild v/s ingen bild 

 Layout, typografi och färg. 
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Hur troligt är det att den produkten med bild på (Ej brand) förpackningen lockar din 

uppmärksamhet mer än en produkt utan bild? (visa bild) 

 Bilder är ett starkare stimuli än ord 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

När nya tvättmedelsprodukter lanseras och du kommer i kontakt med dem för första gången, 

vilket är det viktigaste av följande alternativ för att få dig att prova på produkten; funktion, 

bilder, kvalitet eller pris? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Om du får välja mellan en mix av liknande produkter med samma kvalitet och pris, hur skulle 

förpackningen kunna bidra till ett köp? 

 Brand parity (utv detta med mer teori, dvs att det spelar inte direkt någon roll) 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Vad skulle kunna få dig att avstå från ett köp med avseende på förpackningen? 

 Miljö/ utseende/ återanvändbarhet/återvinning/ otymplighet att ta med  
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___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Hur märkestrogen tycker du att du är 1-5 ? Vilka produkter och varför? Hur skulle detta 

förhållande kunna ändras vid tidspress? 

 Gäller det speciella situationer inom dagligvaruhandeln; ex när du är stressad. 

 Bekvämlighet 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Vad krävs det för att du ska favorisera ett varumärke? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

På vilka sätt tror du att din grad av märkestrohet kan påverka dina framtida köpbeslut?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Under förutsättning att du tycker om två produkter lika mycket, hur skulle förpackningen 

kunna bli den avgörande faktorn för ett köp? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

När du handlar, lägger du märket till samtliga produkter i dagligvaruhandeln, eller tittar du 

mest på den i ögonhöjd? 
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 Bästa hyllplasten får mest försäljning 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Hur fångar en förpackning ditt intresse? 

 Färger 

 Storlek (ser mest ut) 

 Funktion och Skydd (Skyddar produkten) 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Om det vore en kampanj på ett speciellt tvättmedel den dagen du besökte en 

dagligvaruhandel, hur skulle detta påverka ditt val av varumärke 

 Pris, tillgänglighet och tillfälliga kampanjerbjudanden (triggar konsumtion)  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Hur upplever du utbudet av tvättmedelsförpackningar när du shoppar? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

På vilket sätt kan en miljövänlig tvättmedelsförpackning påverka ditt köpbeslut? 
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___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Visa produkterna och fråga vad de känner/ tänker när det ser varumärket.  

 Känslor och associationer  

 Minnen från tidigare användning 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Något ytterligare du skulle vilja tillägga i ditt sätt att förhålla dig till förpackningar? ( I 

allmänhet- ej endast tvättmedelsförpackningar)  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Om du en gång köpt ett märke och det var bra, är det då troligt att du fortsätter köpa det? 

 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C 

 

 

Detergents used in this thesis; from the left: Euroshopper, Neutral, Skona and Via 

Arranged as follow for respondent groups; 

1. Skona 

2. Via 

3. Neutral 

4. Euroshopper 

 


